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The Axcient Granular Object Recovery for Microsoft SQL Server allows you to restore your databases to a precise point 
in time or to narrow down datasets by using SQL-like queries, allowing you to reduce your 

recovery time objective. 

How It Works

A user can restore just the table needed, rather 
than the entire database. The ability to move 
objects, tables, groups, etc., without having to 
complete a full database restore, greatly reduces 
time and expenses. Recovered items can be 
saved as SQL scripts or exported directly to a 
live SQL Server. The Axcient Granular Recovery 
technology is integrated with the Axcient Business 
Recovery Cloud for a full disaster recovery and 
business continuity solution. 

Axcient Granular Object Recovery for Microsoft SQL Server

FEATURE FUNCTIONALITY

BENEFITS

Open offline SQL database to view structure, schemas, and data

Granular Recovery for Microsoft SQL Server gives companies and IT services providers a fast, easy-to-use 
way to recover SQL Server database content to their production servers from previously backed-up data, 
thereby minimizing end-user aggravation caused by user error, database corruption, viruses and other 
unforeseen events

Use simple SQL-like clauses to narrow search results

Microsoft SQL Server Versions Supported: 2014, 2012, 2008R2, 2008 and 2005

No additional fees for use of the Granular Object Recovery technology

Quickly locate related data over foreign key relations

Built from the ground up by Axcient engineers, Axcient has complete control and ownership of the 
Axcient platform and product roadmap, providing us the speed required to respond to changing 
market needs

Instantly restore objects or datasets to a live database or to offline SQL scripts

Restore your Microsoft SQL Server database
to a precise recovery point
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The Axcient Business Recovery Cloud

“Now that we have the cloud as our secure offsite 
solution, I’m confident that if anything were to 
happen we can run our entire environment in the 
Axcient cloud and continue operating.”

RECOGNIZED CHANNEL EXCELLENCE

The Axcient Business Recovery Cloud 
eliminates data loss, keeps applications 
up and running, and ensures that IT 
operations never go down. Axcient 
replaces legacy backup, server 
replication, business continuity, disaster 
recovery and archiving products with a 
single integrated platform that protects 
both physical and virtual environments, 
laptops and workstations to ensure that 
employees are always productive.


